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The second edition of 'The Science of Psychology'
brings a truly appreciative view of psychology - as a
science and for exploring behavior - to introductory
students.
First published in 1935, The Handbook of Social
Psychology was the first major reference work to
cover the field of social psychology. The field has
since evolved and expanded tremendously, and in
each subsequent edition, The Handbook of Social
Psychology is still the foremost reference that
academics, researchers, and graduate students in
psychology turn to for the most current, wellresearched, and thorough information covering the
field of social psychology. This volume of the Fifth
Edition covers the science of social psychology and
the social being.
"We cast social psychology in the intellectual
tradition of the liberal arts. By the teaching of great
literature, philosophy, and science, liberal arts
education seeks to expand our awareness and to
liberate us from the confines of the present. By
focusing on humanly significant issues, we aim to
offer social psychology's big ideas and findings to
pre-professional psychology students, and to do so
in ways that stimulate all students. And with close-up
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looks at how the game is played-at the varied
research tools that reveal the workings of our social
nature-we hope to enable students to think
smarter"-A critical thinking approach emphasizing science and
applications An award-winning author team
challenges students to think critically about the
concepts, controversies, and applications of social
psychology using abundant tools, both in text and
online. (NEW) infographics examine important topics
like social class, social media effects, and research
methodology. InQuizitive online assessment
reinforces fundamental concepts, and PowerPoints,
test questions, and (NEW) Concept Videos, will help
you create the best course materials in the shortest
amount of time. Please note that this version of the
ebook does not include access to any media or print
supplements that are sold packaged with the printed
book.
Scholarly and comprehensive yet accessible, this
state-of-the-science work is widely regarded as the
definitive graduate-level psychology of religion text.
The authors synthesize classic and contemporary
empirical research on numerous different religious
groups. Coverage includes religious thought, belief,
and behavior across the lifespan; links between
religion and biology; the forms and meaning of
religious experience; the social psychology of
religious organizations; and connections to morality,
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coping, mental health, and psychopathology. Every
chapter features thought-provoking quotations and
examples that bring key concepts to life. New to This
Edition *Revised and updated with the latest
theories, methods, and empirical findings.*Many new
research examples.*Restructured with fewer
chapters for better “fit” with a typical
semester.*More attention to the differences between
religion and spirituality*Covers emerging topics:
genetics and neurobiology, positive psychology,
atheism, and more.
In this edition, the author once again weaves an
inviting and compelling narrative that speaks to ALL
of your students regardless of background or
intended major. And with Connect Social Psychology
and LearnSmart, students are able to create a
personalized learning plan helping them be more
efficient and effective learners. With LearnSmart,
students know what they know and master what they
don't know and faculty are able to move to more indepth classroom discussions. Through examples
and applications as well as marginal quotations from
across the breadth of the liberal arts and sciences,
Myers draws students into the field of social
psychology. At the same time, Myers is also in tune
with the ever-changing state of social psychology
research. Research Close-Up and Inside Story
features throughout the book provide deeper
exposure to key research and researchers. Marginal
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quotations, examples and applications throughout
each chapter, and the concluding Applying Social
Psychology chapters all ensure that regardless of
your students' interests and future plans, Social
Psychology will engage them.
What a pity it would have been if biologists had refused
to accept Darwin's theory of natural selection, which has
been essential in helping biologists understand a wide
range of phenomena in many animal species. These
days, to study any animal species while refusing to
consider the evolved adaptive significance of their
behavior would be considered pure folly--unless, of
course, the species is homo sapiens. Graduate students
training to study this particular primate species may
never take a single course in evolutionary theory,
although they may take two undergraduate and up to
four graduate courses in statistics. These
methodologically sophisticated students then embark on
a career studying human aggression, cooperation,
mating behavior, family relationships, or altruism with
little or no understanding of the general evolutionary
forces and principles that shaped the behaviors they are
investigating. This book hopes to redress that wrong. It is
one of the first to apply evolutionary theories to
mainstream problems in personality and social
psychology that are relevant to a wide range of important
social phenomena, many of which have been shaped
and molded by natural selection during the course of
human evolution. These phenomena include selective
biases that people have concerning how and why a
variety of activities occur. For example: * information
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exchanged during social encounters is initially perceived
and interpreted; * people are romantically attracted to
some potential mates but not others; * people often
guard, protect, and work hard at maintaining their closest
relationships; * people form shifting and highly
complicated coalitions with kin and close friends; and *
people terminate close, long-standing relationships.
Evolutionary Social Psychology begins to disentangle the
complex, interwoven patterns of interaction that define
our social lives and relationships.
David Myers’ new partnership with coauthor C. Nathan
DeWall matches two dedicated educators and scholars,
each passionate about teaching psychological science
through writing and interactive media. With this new
edition of the #1 bestselling Psychology, Myers and
DeWall take full advantage of what an integrated
text/media learning combination can do. New features
move students from reading the chapter to actively
learning online: How Would You Know puts students in
the role of scientific researcher and includes tutorials on
key research design principles; Assess Your Strengths
self-tests help students learn a little more about
themselves, and include tips about nurturing key
strengths. These and other innovations rest on the same
foundations that have always distinguished a new David
Myers edition—exhaustive updating (hundreds of new
citations), captivating writing, and the merging of rigorous
science with a broad human perspective that engages
both the mind and heart.
This text provides a comprehensive introduction to the
key personality theorists by combining biographical
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information on each theorist with his or her contributions
to the field, including her or his ranking among the
world’s most respected psychologists. In addition, Allen
provides a tabular format–that is, a running comparison
between the major theorists, allowing students to
analyze new theories against theories learned in
previous chapters. The unique style of Allen's book is
strengthened through his conversational tone, enabling
students to easily grasp an understanding of the key
people and movements in the field of personality.
An award-winning author team challenges students to
think critically about the concepts, controversies, and
applications of social psychology using abundant tools,
both in text and online. (NEW) infographics examine
important topics like social class, social media effects,
and research methodology. InQuizitive online
assessment reinforces fundamental concepts, and
PowerPoints, test questions, and (NEW) Concept
Videos, will help you create the best course materials in
the shortest amount of time.
The Taking Sides Collection on McGraw-Hill CreateTM
includes current controversial issues in a debate-style
format designed to stimulate student interest and
develop critical thinking skills. This Collection contains a
multitude of current and classic issues to enhance and
customize your course. You can browse the entire
Taking Sides Collection on Create, or you can search by
topic, author, or keywords. Each Taking Sides issues is
thoughtfully framed with Learning Outcomes, an Issue
Summary, an Introduction, and an Exploring the Issue
section featuring Critical Thinking and Reflection, Is
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There Common Ground?, and Additional Resources and
Internet References. Go to McGraw-Hill CreateTM at
www.mcgrawhillcreate.com, click on the "Collections"
tab, and select The Taking Sides Collection to browse
the entire Collection. Select individual Taking Sides
issues to enhance your course, or access and select the
entire Goodfriend: Taking Sides: Clashing Views in
Social Psychology, 5/e ExpressBook for an easy, prebuilt teaching resource by clicking here. An online
Instructor's Resource Guide with testing material is
available for each Taking Sides volume. Using Taking
Sides in the Classroom is also an excellent instructor
resource. Visit the Create Central Online Learning
Center at www.mhhe.com/createcentral for more details.
Announcing a new Myers/DeWall text, created
specifically for the Fall 2019 AP® course framework! You
are likely familiar with the name Dr. David G. Myers.
Now, he and his new co-author, Nathan DeWall, bring
you a book that will allow you to use College Board's
new Personal Progress Checks and Dashboard more
effectively. This updated edition includes 100% of the
new course content in the new nine-unit structure. All
teacher and student resources will also be updated to
correlate to the new student edition; this includes the TE,
TRFD, TB, Strive, and LaunchPad. Everything will
publish in summer 2020 such that you can use this new
program for Fall 2020 classes. If you're not familiar with
Myers/DeWall texts, you are in for a treat! Drs. Myers
and DeWall share a passion for the teaching of
psychological science through wit, humor, and the telling
of poignant personal stories (individually identified in the
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text by the use of each author's initials [DM and ND]).
Through close collaboration, these authors produce a
unified voice that will teach, illuminate, and inspire your
AP® students.
Dreams puzzled early man, Greek philosophers spun
elaborate theories to explain human memory and perception,
Descartes postulated that the brain was filled with animal
spirits, and psychology was officially deemed a science in the
19th century. In this Seventh Edition of AN INTRODUCTION
TO THE HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY, authors Hergenhahn
and Henley demonstrate that most of the concerns of
contemporary psychologists are manifestations of themes
that have been part of psychology for hundreds--or even
thousands--of years. The book's numerous photographs and
pedagogical devices, along with its biographical material on
key figures in psychology, engage readers and facilitate their
understanding of each chapter. Available with InfoTrac
Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Connecting career aspirations with the post-college world is
crucial for students today. Learners must keep sight of future
career opportunities while exploring a broad expanse of
degrees paths and career options. Careers in Psychology,
Fifth Edition helps students navigate and plan for their futures
by offering exposure to the rich careers in each subfield of
psychology and prompting students to consider the what, why
and how of each option. In doing so, the text supports
students as they determine whether a major and career in
psychology is for them. Offering salary and career
information, advice on getting a job after graduation, and
information on applying to graduate school in psychology
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Tara L. Kuther and Robert D. Morgan support students in
making an educated decision about their futures and career
options.
From its beginnings to this remarkably fresh and current new
edition, Myers and DeWall's Psychology has found
extraordinarily effective ways to involve students with the
remarkable research underlying our understanding of human
behavior. But while the content and learning support evolves
edition after edition, the text itself continues to be shaped by
basic goals David Myers established at the outset, including
to connect students to high-impact research, to focus on
developing critical thinking skills, and to present a
multicultural perspective on psychology, so students can see
themselves in the context of a wider world. This new edition
offers 2100 research citations dated 2015-2020, making
these the most up-to-date introductory psychology course
resources available. With so many exciting new findings, and
every chapter updated with current new examples and ideas,
students will see the importance and value of psychological
research, and how psychology can help them make sense of
the world around them. The abundant, high quality teaching
and learning resources in LaunchPad and in Achieve Read &
Practice, carefully matched to the text content, help students
succeed, while making life easier and more enjoyable for
instructors.
CULTURE AND PSYCHOLOGY, 6th Edition illustrates how
and why culture influences mental processes and behaviors
in humans, and is relevant for anyone interacting with people
from different cultures. Incorporating current research that
highlights the relationship between culture and psychology,
the authors' use a cross-cultural framework that gives
students the tools necessary for evaluating many
psychological processes and principles from a cultural
perspective. In addition, the text encourages students to
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question traditionally held beliefs and theories and their
relevance to different cultural groups today, and to apply what
they learn to their own lives. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Gullibility, whether we like it or not, is a fundamental
characteristic of human beings. In The Social Psychology of
Gullibility, Forgas and Baumeister explore what we know
about the causes, functions, and consequences of gullibility,
and the social psychological processes that promote or inhibit
it. With contributions from leading international researchers,
the book reveals what social and cognitive psychology
contribute to our understanding of how human judgments and
decisions can be distorted and undermined. The chapters
discuss the nature and functions of gullibility, the role of
cognitive processes in gullibility, the influence of emotion and
motivation on gullibility, and social and cultural aspects of
gullibility. Underpinned by a wealth of empirical research,
contributors explore captivating issues such as the
psychology of conspiracy theories, the role of political
gullibility, gullibility in science, the role of the internet in
fostering gullibility, and the failures of reasoning that
contribute to human credulity. Gullibility has become a
dominant topic of interest in public discourse. The Social
Psychology of Gullibility is essential reading for researchers,
social science students, professionals and practitioners and
all those interested in understanding human credulity and the
role of gullibility in contemporary public affairs.
The classic Handbook of Social Psychology has been the
standard professional reference for the field of social
psychology for many years. Now available in a new edition,
Volume 2 of this internationally acclaimed work brings
readers up to date with new chapters on social neuroscience,
mind perception, morality, and social stratification. The editors
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have structured Volume 2 in a way that highlights the many
levels of analysis used by contemporary psychologists. All
academics, graduate students, and professional social
psychologists will want to own a copy of this landmark work.

This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Reveals social behavior motives, and
bridges the person and the social situation. A unique
integrated approach to social behavior, Social
Psychology, 6/e invite readers to consider the
interplay of influences inside and outside the person
in social situations. The authors emphasizes how
social psychology is an important discipline,
connecting different areas of psychology (e.g.,
clinical, organizational, and neuroscience) as well as
other behavioral sciences (e.g., anthropology,
biology, economics, medicine, and law). Organized
around the two broad questions -“What purposes
does this behavior serve for an individual?” and
“Which factors lead an individual to use this
behavior to achieve those goals?” - each chapter
considers factors in the person, in the situation, and
in their interaction, to form an understanding of
human behavior. REVEL from Pearson is an
immersive learning experience designed for the way
today’s student read, think, and learn. REVEL
modernizes familiar and respected course content
with dynamic media interactives and assessments,
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and empowers educators to increase engagement in
the course, better connecting with students. The
result is increased student engagement and
improved learning. REVEL for Kenrick Social
Psychology, 6/e will be available for Fall 2014
classes. Teaching and Learning Experience This
program will provide a better teaching and learning
experience- for you and your students. It: Immersive
Learning Experiences with REVEL: REVEL delivers
immersive learning experiences designed for the
way today's students read, think, and learn. Explore
Research: Students can explore research around the
world with new Original Research Videos.
Investigation questions further encourage students
to analyze the material in each chapter.
Demonstrates Practically: Several features
throughout the book help readers connect abstract
ideas to real-life situations. Improves Learning:
Effective pedagogy features promote students’
learning. For examples, Quick Quiz Self-tests in
each chapter allows students to test their
understanding of the material. Support Instructors:
Video embedded PowerPoints, MyTest, clicker
questions, and an instructor’s manual provide
instructors with extensive materials to supplement
the text.
Social psychology has a profound influence on our
everyday lives; from our shopping habits to our
interactions at a party. It seeks to answer questions
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that we often think and talk about; questions such
as: - What circumstances prompt people to help, or
not to help? - What factors influence the ups and
downs of our close relationships? - Why do some
people behave differently when on their own
compared to in a group? - What leads individuals
sometimes to hurt, and other times to help one
another? - Why are we attracted to certain types of
people? - How do some persuade others to do what
they want? This new edition of Social Psychology
has been revised to introduce a more flexible
structure for teaching and studying. It includes up-todate, international research with an emphasis
throughout on its critical evaluation. Applied
examples across the chapters help to highlight the
relevance, and hence the impact, that the theories
and methods of this fascinating subject have upon
the social world. Key Features Include: - Research
Close-Up:?Following a brand-new style, this feature
matches the layout used in research papers,
providing an accessible introduction to journal
articles and the research methods used by social
psychologists. - Focus On:?Fully revised, these
boxes look at opposing viewpoints, controversial
research or alternative approaches to the topics.
This offers a more critical outlook and prompts the
questioning of the validity of published research Recommended Readings:?New to this edition,
recommended further readings of both classic and
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contemporary literature have been added to each
chapter, providing a springboard for further
consideration of the topics. Connect Psychology is
McGraw-Hill’s digital learning and teaching
environment. Students – You get easy online access
to homework, tests and quizzes designed by your
instructor. You receive immediate feedback on how
you’re doing, making it the perfect platform to test
your knowledge. Lecturers – Connect gives you the
power to create auto-graded assignments, tests and
quizzes online. The detailed visual reporting allows
you to easily monitor your students’ progress. In
addition, you can access key support materials for
your teaching, including a testbank, seminar
materials and lecture support.
Visit:?http://connect.mcgraw-hill.com?for more
details. Professor David N. Myers holds the Sady
and Ludwig Kahn Chair in Jewish History. As of fall
2017, he serves as the director of the Luskin Center
for History and Policy. He previously served as chair
of the UCLA History Department (2010-2015) and as
director of the UCLA Center for Jewish Studies
(1996-2000 and 2004-2010). Dr Jackie Abell is a
Reader in Social Psychology with the Research
Centre for Agroecology, Water and Resilience,
based at Coventry University, UK. Her current areas
of research interest include the application of social
psychology to wildlife conservation and
environmental issues to facilitate resilience and
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sustainable development, place attachment and
identity, social cohesion and inclusion. Professor
Fabio Sani holds a Chair in Social and Health
Psychology at the University of Dundee. His general
research interest concerns the mental and physical
health implications of group processes, social
identity and sense of belonging. He has been an
associate editor of the European Journal of Social
Psychology.
Understand personality traits, character, emotions,
and values through pure observation or simple
questions. Analyzing people in a flash - it’s not easy,
and it’s not simple. But that’s because you don’t
know the tools inside this book. People give us more
information than they realize. Learn to decipher all of
it to further your goals. Think Like a Psychologist is
about working backwards from the person in front of
you. You will learn to draw conclusions about
people’s emotions, behavior, past experiences, and
overall personality and temperament based on small
yet important pieces of information. From this
analysis, you will gain enormous insight into the
people around you, new and old. You may not be
able to read people’s minds, but armed with
knowledge about behavioral tendencies,
developmental psychology, motivation and
personality theories, and nature versus nurture, you
will always possess deeper comprehension that
others may not even have about themselves. And of
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course, there is an element of lie detection.
Understanding others is an opening to
understanding yourself and self-awareness. Patrick
King is an internationally bestselling author and
social skills coach. He has sold over a million books.
His writing draws of a variety of sources, from
research, academic experience, coaching, and real
life experience. Analyze people for better social
interactions, less conflict, more likability, and the
ability to open people up. •Learn the most
widespread personality evaluation methods. •Unlock
the power of analyzing simple answers to simple
questions. •How motivation theories drive our
behaviors. •Read people’s emotions and social
cues. •Scientific body language and facial
expressions. Understand people inside and out;
quickly upgrade your emotional and social
intelligence.
The fifth edition of Introduction to Exercise Science
introduces students to every core area of study in
the discipline. It comprises concise chapters which
introduce the history, key lines of inquiry relating to
both health and performance, technology,
certifications, professional associations, and career
opportunities associated with each area. No other
book offers such a wide-ranging, evidence-based
introduction to exercise science. Written by leading
and experienced experts, chapters include: reading
and interpreting literature measurement in exercise
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science anatomy in exercise science exercise
physiology exercise epidemiology athletic training
exercise and sport nutrition biomechanics motor
control exercise and sport psychology Packed with
pedagogical features—from journal abstract examples
to study questions and further reading
suggestions—and accompanied by a website
including practical lab exercises, Introduction to
Exercise Science is a complete resource for a handson introduction to the core tenets of exercise
science. It is an engaging and invaluable textbook
for students beginning undergraduate degrees in
Kinesiology, Sport & Exercise Science, Sports
Coaching, Strength & Conditioning, Athletic Training,
Sports Therapy, Sports Medicine, and Health &
Fitness.
Community Psychology, 5/e focuses on the
prevention of problems, the promotion of well-being,
empowerment of members within a community, the
appreciation of diversity, and an ecological model for
the understanding of human behavior. Attention is
paid to both “classic” early writings and the most
recent journal articles and reviews by today’s
practitioners and researchers. Historical and
alternative methods of effecting social change are
explored in this book, with the overall theme that the
environment is as important as the individual in it.
This text is available in a variety of formats – digital
and print. Learning Goals Upon completing this
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book, readers will be able to: Understand the
historical and contemporary principles of community
psychology. Apply theory and research to social
services, mental health, health, legal, and public
health systems
Thus begins market-leading author David Myers’
discussion of developmental psychology in Unit 9 of
his new Myers’ Psychology for AP® Second Edition.
With an undeniable gift for writing, Dr. Myers will
lead your students on a guided tour of psychological
science and poignant personal stories. Dr. Myers
teaches, illuminates, and inspires. Four years ago,
we published this ground-breaking text which is
correlated directly to the AP® course. Today, we
build on that innovation and proudly introduce the
2nd AP® Edition. Whether you are new to AP®
psychology or have many years under your belt, this
uniquely AP® book program can help you achieve
more.
Making Social Psychology come to life. This
renowned Canadian text utilizes a storytelling
approach to make social psychology relevant and
interesting for students. It presents the science of
social psychology in a conversational manner that
captures students’ interest without compromising
scientific rigour. Real-world examples, practical
application questions, and mini-stories woven
throughout each chapter help students relate to
difficult topics and understand the concepts in terms
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of their own lives. The fifth Canadian edition has
been updated with almost 350 new Canadian
sources and expanded coverage of cross-cultural
research, evolutionary psychology, and social
neuroscience. Coupled with the franchise’s
perennial strengths, the enhancements to the new
edition make this the most captivating Social
Psychology text on the market. MyPsychLab is not
included with the purchase of this product.
Focusing on experimental methods, authors Anne
Myers and Christine Hansen lead students step by
step through the entire research process, from
generating testable hypotheses to writing the
research report. The major sections of the book
parallel the major sections of a research report
(Introduction, Method, Results, and Discussion),
giving students the skills they'll need to design and
conduct an experiment, analyze and interpret the
research findings, and report those findings.
Although the main focus is on experimentation,
alternative approaches are discussed as important
complements. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Best-selling authors David Myers' and Nathan
DeWall's briefest introduction to psychology speaks
to all students regardless of their background or level
of preparedness, with no assumptions made in the
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vocabulary, examples, or presentation. Students of
all kinds are comfortable with the inclusive tone and
the manageable, pedagogically-effective chapters.
Instructors appreciate the authors' encouraging
students throughout to THINK critically, CONSIDER
diverse perspectives, and IMPROVE their everyday
life. Psychology in Everyday Life is a complete and
affordable resource for students at all levels. Dave
Myers and Nathan DeWall work on the text and
corresponding LaunchPad content so there is a tight
connection between all aspects of the course. This
edition is heavily updated to reflect the latest in
psychological science and to further emphasize the
value of thinking critically, considering diverse
perspectives, and improving our everyday life. The
following elements support this new theme in the fifth
edition: THINK CRITICALLY: New "Psychological
Science in a Post-Truth World" section in Chapter 1,
with its new companion animated tutorial in
LaunchPad. "Thinking Critically About" infographics,
with new companion activities in LaunchPad.
CONSIDER DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES: New
coverage on topics related to diversity and inclusion,
especially the significantly revised Chapter 4, Sex,
Gender, and Sexuality. New historical timeline in
Appendix F, with an emphasis on diverse voices.
New classroom activities on topics related to
diversity now included in the Instructor's Resources.
IMPROVE YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE New Student
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Preface, "How to Apply Psychology to Live Your
Best Life," focused on student success. New
"Improve Your Everyday Life" feature throughout
each chapter helps students apply psychology's
principles to their own lives. Assess Your Strengths
activities in LaunchPad help make psychology's
concepts meaningful, memorable, and useful for
students.
Exploring Social PsychologyPsychology in Everyday
LifeMacmillanExploring Social
PsychologyExperimental PsychologyCengage
Learning
Adopting a multicultural approach, this text guides
readers in the study of social thinking, social
influence, and social relations. It emphasises social
psychology's applications to both work and life, and
uses vignettes to emphasise the relevance of social
psychology research.
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